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A B S T R A KPermasalahan penelitian ini yaitu: kurang maksimalnya penguasaan pendidikterhadap model dan media pembelajaran inovatif, siswa dibebani denganbanyak materi tanpa ada jeda untuk memberikan waktu kepada otak untukmemproses materi yang diberikan, pembelajaran berlangsung kurang efektifserta terkesan membosankan, kurangnya partisipasi serta keaktifan siswadalam proses pembelajaran, pembelajaran yang berlangsung di kelas kurangbervariasi sehingga berdampak terhadap hasil belajar siswa. Sehinggapenelitian ini bertujuan untuk mengetahui pengaruh model brain-based
learning berbantuan animasi terhadap hasil belajar IPA. Penelitian inimerupakan penelitian eksperimen semu, dengan desain Nonequivalent Control
Group Design.Populasi penelitian ini adalah seluruh kelas V SD dengan jumlahsiswa 129. Sampel dalam penelitian ini adalah siswa kelas VA SD Lab Singarajayang berjumlah 70 siswa. Metode pengumpulan data dalam penelitian iniadalah metode tes dalam bentuk tes pilihan ganda yang sudah divalidasi. Datadianalisis menggunakan uji-t. Hasil analisis data diperoleh thitung = 9,66padataraf signifikansi 5% dan db = 68 diperoleh nilai ttabel = 2,00 sehingga thitung = 9,66 > ttabel = 2,00. Dengan demikiandapat disimpulkan bahwa terdapat pengaruh positif model brain based learning berbantuan animasi terhadaphasil belajar ipa. Model brain based learning berbatuan animasi dapat diaplikasikan pada pelajaran ipa di sekolahdasar sebagai upaya utuk meningkatkan hasil belajar siswa secara maksimal pada pelajaran ipa.A B S T R A C T

The problems of this study are: the lack of maximum mastery of educators on innovative learning models and media,
students are burdened with a lot of material without any pause to give the brain time to process the material
provided, learning is less effective and well thought out, discussed useful and active students in the learning process,
learning that takes place in the class that is less influential on student learning outcomes. The brain-based learning
model of animation-assisted learning of science learning outcomes. This research is a quasi-experimental study, with
the design of Nonequivalent Control Group Design. The population of this research is all of the fifth-grade elementary
school with 129 students. The method of collecting data in this study is a test method in the form of a multiple-choice
test that has been validated. Data were analyzed using a t-test. The results of data analysis obtained t-count = 9.66 at
a significance level of 5% and db = 68 obtained t-table = 2.00 so t-count = 9.66> t-table = 2.00. Thus it can be
concluded that there is an influence of an animation-based brain-based learning model on science learning outcomes.
Animated brain-based learning model can be applied to science lessons in elementary school as an effort to improve
student learning outcomes optimally in science learning.

1. IntroductionNatural science is a large part of human mental activity and practice to produce knowledge. Thescience learning process should be designed. Students do not feel pressured in learning and alsobecome active both physically and mentally. Sujana (2014) the importance of science subjects given tostudents. Science can understand how people interact with the environment and understand hownature works. How to survive and improve human life if learned correctly. Setiawan (2019), states thatthe implementation of primary school learning, learning must emphasize modern pedagogicaldimension and prioritize personal experiences through scientific processes. The scientific process isexpected to have a positive impact on learning outcomes. Sinar (2018) states that learning outcomesare the results of a person after they have finished learning from several subjects, which is proved
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through the test results in the form of learning outcomes. In his research, learning in the classroom stilltends to be textual and lecture methods, students not allowed to optimize their brainpower with thechallenges they have to solve, so students are lazy to think. Davi et al. (2017) who also found that theteaching methods of teachers who were only guided by the thematic books provided by theGovernment caused the mindset of students to understand the contents of the material to be narrow. Itis proven from the results of the 2018 PISA (Program for International Students Assessment) whichshows that the competency of Indonesian students is still below the average.It supported by the findings that science learning in Gugus iX Kecamatan Buleleng,Kabupaten Buleleng still teacher-centered. Initial observations and interviews show that teachersrarely use the media or teaching aids for science lessons even though in schools there are mediadevices or science props and are not accustomed to involving students in conducting experiments sothat the lack of students and teacher skills. The lack of student involvement makes students less activeand passive in learning in the classroom. In addition, the learning model is still centered on the teacherand the learning activities carried out in the classroom tend to be monotonous, and less varied, thusmaking students bored quickly. The students' understanding of ability also varies with the learninggiven. The diverse abilities of students lead to different student learning outcomes. This reflected in themidterm test scores in the fifth grade of the elementary school in Kecamatan Buleleng, KabupatenBuleleng. When collected documents, it was found that the UTS grades of students in learning scienceare very diverse. Based on Khamin (2018) it can be seen that from 128 students there were 6 studentscategorized need guidance, 59 students were categorized as sufficient, 49 students were categorized asgood and 14 students were categorized as very good. So that it can be seen from the number ofstudents as many as 128, students with the most number ie 49 students are in the sufficient category.Khamin (2018) states that the content of lessons starts from 75. So, it needs to increase from sufficientcriteria to higher criteria to assess the extent of the performance in the learning process that has beenfollowed. In line with the results of interviews and observations conducted in the fifth grade ofElementary School Gugus IX, Kecamatan Buleleng, Kabupaten Buleleng on October 28 and 31, 2019,pointed to the lack of participation and student activeness in the learning process and teachers alsostill use conventional learning models, so learning is still centered on the teacher. Learning takes placeless effectively and boring because of the lack of teachers’ mastery of innovative learning models andthe media used by teachers is less varied. The teacher is more dominant to use the blackboard as alearning medium without using other media such as animation media, so there is no pause to give thebrain time to process the material provided. It will make students bored with the lessons, and thelearning that takes place in class is less varied so that it has an impact on learning outcomes.This situation will affect the level of student’s learning success. If learning like this continuesto be applied, it will lead to boredom for students which will have an impact on the low learningoutcomes of science students which can be seen from the large number of students who are in thesufficient category based on the K13 elementary school assessment guide. Therefore, teachers arerequired to be able to choose appropriate learning activities, so students avoid boredom, and createconditions for learning that are interactive, effective, and efficient.Gowasa et al. (2019) found that there was a positive influence on the ability to think at ahigher level of science learning. Rahayuni (2016) in his research found a strong correlation betweencritical thinking skills and scientific literacy. Aryani et al. (2019) found a positive attitude of studentstowards science learning. The research will develop science learning to improve learning outcomes.One way to improve science learning outcomes for students is to apply innovative learning models.Afandi (2013) states that the learning model is a framework that describes systematic procedures inlearning, objectives, syntax, learning environment, and classroom management. The learning modelserves as a guide for learners and instructors in developing and implementing learning activities.Learning models have several types, such as contextual learning models, cooperative learning models,and also innovative learning models. The innovative learning model is a learning process that isdesigned differently from learning done by the teacher.Based on these problems, the learning model thought to influence science learning outcomes isa brain-based learning model assisted by animation. Jensen (2011) states that "The model of brain-based learning is a concept for creating learning with an orientation towards empowering the potentialof students' brains". Based on its characteristics, brain-based learning is a learning model that involvesthe functions of the left brain and right brain. In the learning process, students required to thinkcreatively how to maximize the ability of the left brain and right brain during the learning processtakes place (Rosita & Nur, 2016).
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According to ElAdl (2019), Brain-based learning can improve student learning throughchallenges given. Inocian (2015) reveals that brain-based theory is one of the theories that is well usedby educators in the learning process. Winter (2019) states Learning will be more effective in real-liferelated to life experiences using brain-based learning models. In line with this, Yasar (2017) alsorevealed that brain-based learning is a student-centered approach that considered to help teachersimprove students' cognitive structures and facilitate their learning. Hapsari (2019) argues thatanimation has the aim to explore the depth of students' knowledge about the material because thevideo can be played back. According to Purnama (2016), the advantages of a brain-based learningmodel are that it can create a learning environment that challenges students' thinking abilities, createsa pleasant learning environment, and creates an active and meaningful learning situation for students(active learning). Salem (2017) revealed that brain-based learning is a strategy that implementsteaching practices through three learning techniques; relaxed alertness, regulated immersion, andactive processing. Brain-Based Learning is very effective when applied at school. This is evidenced byresearch conducted by Rulyansyah (2018) entitled "Development of Thematic Learning Models Basedon Brain-Based Learning" shows that brain-based learning can improve students 'conceptualunderstanding abilities and efforts to empower students' overall brain potential.Some studies that find that the brain-based learning model influences learning outcomes areresearch conducted by Widiasih (2018) with the title "The Effect Of Brain-Based Learning On SecondGrade Junior Students' Mathematics Conceptual Understanding On Polyhedron". The results of thisstudy indicate that motivation arises for students to understand the concept of learning so that it willbe achieved as well as optimizing students' conceptual understanding of mathematics. The researchconducted by Widiasih (2018) is related to the research to be studied, which is equally studying thebrain-based learning model. Furthermore, research conducted by Koşar & Bedir (2018) with the title"Improving Knowledge Retention Via Establishing Brain-Based Learning Environment". The results ofthis study indicate that the brain-based learning model can help participants retain the knowledgethey know so far. The study conducted by Kosar is related to the research conducted at this time,which is using a brain-based learning model. Research conducted by Sani et al. (2019) with the title"Using Brain-Based Learning to Promote Students' Concept Mastery in Learning Electric Circuit". Theresults of this study indicate that the brain-based learning model can improve students' mastery ofconcepts on the topic of electrical circuits. The research that will be conducted at this time is slightlydifferent from the research conducted by Sani, that is, the research that will be examined now willexamine the learning outcomes of Natural Sciences and the equation using brain-based learningmodels. Shabatat & Al-Tarawneh (2016) also argue that this strategy is based on the generation ofideas on topics, where students are allowed to think freely without intervention by the teacher. Thisstrategy is applied to small groups or classes as a whole. From some of the research that has beencarried out, it can be assumed that the model of brain-based learning assisted with animation is onealternative to make the atmosphere in the classroom more alive. There are many animations thatelementary students can watch. But this animation must be able to educate and provide lessons in away that is not boring. This animated, brain-based learning model creates an active and meaningfullearning situation for students. By watching animation students do not only imagine what the teacherhas to say, but to build their knowledge through an active learning process that they do themselves.Build learning situations that allow all members of the student body to move optimally, for example,students 'eyes are used to observe animation, students' hands move to write what has been observedfrom the animation, students 'feet move to follow the game in learning, students' mouths actively askquestions and discuss, and the activities of other productive limbs. Referring to the concept ofeducational constructivism, student learning success is determined by how capable students buildknowledge and understanding of learning material based on the learning experiences they experiencethemselves.According to Dewi et al. (2017), animation media can utilize two senses namely the sense ofsight and sense of hearing, so that students more easily understand an abstract concept that becomesmore concrete. Animation media contains cartoon images so that the messages and informationconveyed are more interesting to students, students can understand a concept as a whole, not only asknowledge but can also be applied in the learning process activities and everyday life. Malkoc (2017)believes that Animation is a presentation technique that allows one to describe the results of asimulation. According to Chujitarom & Piriyasurawong (2017) animation techniques can impresswatchers with a sequence of moving images, generally hand drawings or computer graphics. Thehuman eye sees through the persistence of vision and images come to life continuously. Kaushal &Panda (2019) revealed that animation-based teaching styles are effective for topics that require
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change over time and space. Dervić et al. (2019) in his research revealed that using animation canproduce more intensive involvement with cognitive processes that are relevant for learning. Dikmenliet al. (2018) in his research revealed that the use of animation in learning activities has a positiveeffect. The objectives to be achieved in this study are to find out the significant effect of animation-based brain-based learning models on the learning outcomes of fifth-grade science students inelementary school 2019/2020. So the focus of this research is limited to the low learning outcomes ofscience students.
2. MethodThis research was an experimental study considering that not all variables (symptoms thatarise) and the conditions of the experiment can be regulated and controlled tightly, so this research iscategorized as quasi-experimental research. The experimental design used is a non-equivalent post-test only control group design. The non-equivalent post-test only control group design pattern ispresented as follows.The population in this study were all fifth-grade elementary school Gugus XI KecamatanBuleleng Kabupaten Buleleng Academic Year 2019/2020 which amounted to 5 classes, fifth grade ASingaraja Lab Elementary School with 35 students, fifth grade B Singaraja Lab Elementary School with35 students, fifth-grade SDN 1 Kampung Anyar, which has 17 students, fifth grade in SDN 3, KampungAnyar which has 17 students, and fifth-grade SDN 1, Kampung Bugis, which has 25 students. In thisstudy, the sample selection technique used to select the experimental class and the control class byrandom sampling technique. Five classes will be randomized to determine the class to be used as thecontrol and experiment class. Fifth grade A SD Lab Singaraja which amounted to 35 students as anexperimental group and fifth grade B SD Lab Singaraja amounted to 35 students as a control class wasgiven conventional model treatments.The research procedure consisted of the preparation phase, the implementation phase, and thefinal stage of the study. In the preparatory stage Asking for permission from the principal to makeobservations, conduct discussions with the teacher about learning science in fifth grade, to find outmore information and know the characteristics of these students, determine the research sample of theavailable population by looking at the number of students, conduct an equivalence test using the AnavaA test to find out that the two classes are truly equivalent, determine learning material in accordancewith the basic competencies of natural science subjects in fifth grade. Designing research instruments,at this stage, the researcher designs an (RPP), designing a test that will be used as a post-test (finaltest), designing an assessment sheet, and consults the research instrument that has been prepared tothe supervisor, carried out an expert test (judgest), revises the research instrument who have beentested and fixing the instruments that have been tested, prepare learning media to be used.At the implementation stage, applying treatment, this activity is carried out by applyinganimation-based brain-based learning models in the experimental class and conventional models inthe control class. Furthermore, at the final stage of the research that is conducting a final test (post-test) with the measured basic competence is about knowledge, and provide tests in the experimentalclass and control class. The test is intended to determine the competence of students' scienceknowledge and then analyze the research data and conduct a hypothesis test. There are 2 variables inthis study, the independent variable is a brain-based learning model assisted with animation, while thedependent variable is the science learning outcomes.The data collected in this study were the results of science learning for fifth-grade students ofthe Gugus XI Elementary School in Buleleng academic year 2019/2020. The data collection of sciencelearning outcomes in the cognitive domain in this study uses the test method. A multiple-choice testwill be given at the end of the study (post-test). The test used is a multiple-choice test with one correctanswer. The test was arranged based on the lattice of questions that have been made in accordancewith BC and indicators. After the lattice is made, before it is used to measure the results of sciencelearning, first a lattice in the form of an instrument will be tested. The instrument test is a validity test,test, reliability, different power, and difficulty level.The data obtained were then analyzed using descriptive statistics and inferential statistics.Statistics were used to determine the quality of learning outcomes, both the experimental group andthe control group. The descriptive statistical analysis used is mean, median, mode, standard deviation,and variance. To determine the level of quality of science students' learning outcomes, the averagescore of each variable is connected using the ideal average criteria (Mi) and ideal standard deviation(SDi). Before conducting a hypothesis, test using the t-test, a prerequisite test is performed first. The
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prerequisite tests that must be met are the normality test and the variant homogeneity test. After theprerequisite tests are met, it is continued with hypothesis testing using t-test analysis which iscalculated manually and using Microsoft Excel 2007 for Windows.
3. Result and DiscussionBased on the results of the calculation of the description of the data obtained by the averagescore of the science learning outcomes of the experimental group students 21.49, while the controlgroup 18.69. The median of the natural science learning outcomes of the experimental group was 22,while the control group was 19. The natural learning outcomes of the experimental group was 22, thecontrol group was 18. The standard deviation of the learning outcomes of the experimental group was1.25 while the control group was 1.13. The variance of science learning outcomes in the experimentalgroup was 1.55 while the control group was 1.28. The table that shows the description of the data canbe seen in table 2.

Table 2. Description of Experiment Group and Control Group Data
Variance Experiment ControlMaximum Score 24 21Minimum Score 19 16Mean 21,49 18,69Median 22 19Modus 22 18Standard Deviation 1,25 1,13Variants 1,55 1,28

Table 2 shows the results of the calculation of descriptive statistics posttest scores of students'natural science learning outcomes obtained an average of 21.49 experimental group learningoutcomes, while the average learning outcomes of the control group was 18.69. These data show thatthe science learning outcomes of the experimental group are higher than the control group. Whereasjudging by the acquisition of scores, the highest score in the experimental group was 24 out of 25questions given, and in the control group, the highest score was 21 out of 25 questions. So for thetendency for the classification of science learning outcomes of fifth grade A LAB elementary school LABSingaraja and fifth grade B LAB elementary school Singaraja, a criterion with a scale of five was used.Criteria with a scale of five experimental group learning outcomes included in the criteria are veryhigh, with an average score was 21.49 natural science learning outcomes, so it is in the range of 18.76≤x≤ 25, while in the control group included in the criteria either by an average 18.69, so it is in therange of 14.59 ≤x <18.76.
Table 3. Test Results Normality of Science Learning Outcomes Data Distribution

No Sample 2 cc2counttable Status1 Experiment class 4,39 7,815 Normal2 Control class 0,83 7,815 Normal
Based on the results of the normality of science learning outcomes of the experimental groupand the control group in table 4, it can be seen that the X2 count in the experimental group was 4.39 ata significance level of 5% with a degree of freedom 3 and it was known that X2table was 7,815, thismeans that hit2hit <X 2tab, then the post-test results of the experimental group students werenormally distributed. Whereas the X2 count of the control group was 0.83 at the 5% significance levelwith a degree of freedom 3 and it was known that tab2 tab = 7.815, this means that hit2hit <X2tab thenthe results of the control group's post-test data were normally distributed. Based on the results of thepost-test results of the experimental group and the control group were normally distributed. Ahomogeneity variance test is performed to show that two or more sample data groups come frompopulations that have the same or homogeneous variance. The homogeneity test of the variance data of
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the science learning outcomes of the experimental group and the control group was obtained fcount =1.21. This value is then consulted with the f-table price with a significance level of 5% with degrees offreedom df1 = 1 and df2 = 69. So the results of the f-table analysis = 3.98. So fcount 1.21 <ftabel = 3.98,it can be said that the learning outcomes of the experimental group and the control group havehomogeneous variance.From the prerequisite test results, namely the normality and homogeneity test, it wasobtained that the data of the science learning outcomes from the experimental group and the controlgroup were normally distributed and homogeneous.From the analysis results Tcount = 9.66 and t-table = 2.00 at a significance level of 5% with db= n1 + n2-2 = (35 + 35-2) = 68. Because Thitung = 9.66> t-table = 2, 00 then H1 was accepted statingthat there were significant differences between groups of students who were taught using theAnimation-assisted Brain-Based Learning model and students who were taught using the conventionalmodel of the science learning outcomes of fifth-grade students in Elementary School 2019/2020Academic Year.The results of a descriptive analysis conducted on the experimental group and the controlgroup showed that the average value of students who were taught using the Animation-assisted Brain-Based Learning model ( X = 21.49) with the highest score 24 and the lowest score 21, according to theanalysis of the results learn science students in the experimental group. Average results learned byconventional learning ( X = 18.69) with the acquisition of the highest score was 21 and the lowestscore of 16, according to the analysis of the science learning outcomes in the control group. Based onthe criteria of the average ideal standard deviation of the experimental group that was taught using theBrain-Based Learning model assisted by Animation was at very high criteria and the average in thecontrol group that was taught using the conventional model was at a high criterion.Based on the field findings that the author obtained during the research, it can be seen that theteaching and learning process is more effective in the classroom learned by Animation-assisted Brain-Based Learning models compared to students who are taught with conventional learning models.Based on the acquisition of science learning outcomes in the two groups it can be seen that the twogroups that initially had equal abilities, then after learning to use different models the acquisition ofscience learning outcomes experienced differences. The difference is due to the learning applied in theexperimental group has advantages compared to the model applied to the control group. AssistedBrain-Based Learning Model Animation is a model that considers how to maximize the way the brainworks optimally and optimally. As is well known the brain-based learning model is learning that isdesigned according to the way the brain works to be able to maximize the ability of the left and rightbrain because the brain is a parallel process that can perform several activities at the same time. This isin line with what was stated by Jensen (2011) that the brain-based learning model is a concept forcreating learning oriented to the empowerment potential of students' brains. According to Purnama(2016), the advantages of brain-based learning model learning are that it can create a learningenvironment that challenges students' thinking abilities, creates a pleasant learning environment, andcreates an active and meaningful learning situation for students (active learning). In addition tochoosing the right learning model, the application of learning media is also very important to do. Oneof the learning media that is suitable to be combined with a brain-based learning model is theanimation media. The application of this brain-based learning model assisted by animation media is asuitable combination applied in natural science subjects, especially science learning in elementaryschools. Since elementary school students are at a concrete operational level, students will experiencesome difficulties in learning several abstract concepts. Chujitarom & Piriyasurawong (2017) statedthat animation techniques can impress viewers with moving image sequences. For this reason, theapplication of the brain-based learning model assisted by this animation media will help studentsovercome some of these difficulties. In this case, the animation media can help align the workings ofstudents' brain hemispheres. The use of animation media aims to make it easier for students toremember the content of the material because the brain can correct the animation that has beenobserved and helps students to pay attention to the content provided by the teacher. The utilization ofthese media will optimize the work of the right brain in the learning process. Learning by usingAnimation-based Brain-Based Learning models can increase student involvement. The learningprocess carried out can actively involve students in following the stages of learning. According toJensen (2011) there are seven stages of the Brain-Based Learning model, namely 1) Pre-exposure, 2)Preparation, 3) Initiation and Acquisition, 4) Elaboration, 5) Incubation and Encoding of Memory, 6)Trust Verification and Checking, 7) Celebration and Integration.
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By applying the Brain-Based Learning model assisted with Animation students become readyto accept learning because at the beginning of learning students are given an overview of animation inaccordance with the material to be studied, so that with the animation students become more ready toaccept learning, and can create a more enjoyable learning environment, attract students' attention andfocus on the material that will be received to create an active and meaningful learning situation forstudents with the animation. Learning that applies Animated Brain-Based Learning models can arousestudents' enthusiasm for participating in learning and increase student activity in the learning process.The enthusiasm of the students was formed from the first phase, namely the Pre-exposure phase whenthe students were given a review in the form of Animation, the students were very enthusiastic aboutpaying attention to the animation provided as well as the stimulus in the form of questions related tothe animation that had been given. When students already have e in learning and focus is directed,students will take the learning process seriously. This also appears to students, because it is seen whenthe teacher does an elaboration activity that is giving LKPD, students do it seriously, and at theVerification and Checking stage Trust students are very enthusiastic and eager to deliver the results oftheir work.This study proves that the animation-based brain-based learning model has a positive effecton student learning outcomes in science. Brain-based learning models if combined with animation canaffect the learning outcomes of science, this is seen when given a review or at the beginning of learning.The animation is given at an early stage of learning, namely the pre-exposure stage. By giving theanimation, it gives the brain a review of new learning before it is explored. By giving an overview in theform of animation students better understand the learning objectives they will learn so that during thelearning process students can be actively involved in the learning process. In this study, it was foundthat the brain-based learning model assisted with animation is a condition that is more in accordancewith students to maximize the workings of the brain so that it can improve the learning outcomes ofscience. Adiansha et al. (2018) revealed that this brain-based learning model is learning by observingthe brain. Students can freely use their knowledge to solve problems that have never been faced, andhave more responsibility for learning along with the increase in their experience and knowledge. In ananimation-based brain-based learning model, students are more ready to accept learning, can create alearning environment that is more fun, attracts the attention of students, and focuses on the material tobe received to create an active learning situation for students to participate in learning. The researchconducted will be meaningful for students with the animation. This is in line with Hapsari et al. (2019)which revealed that the animation had the aim of exploring the depth of students 'knowledge about thematerial because the video could be played back. Learning using the Brain-Based Learning modelassisted with Animation can arouse students' enthusiasm for participating in learning and increasestudent activity in the learning process. In line with this Erhan (2016) revealed that the animationwatched by students made them enjoy the lesson and became active participants in the listeningprocess. These findings have implications, namely, to improve the learning outcomes of science, ananimation-assisted brain-based learning model can be implemented by providing a review at thebeginning of learning so that students are better prepared to accept learning. The results of this studyare strengthened by research conducted by Aryani et al. (2019) in his research found a positiveinfluence on students' learning of science. Research conducted by Fitriani (2019) shows a significantdifference between students who are taught with learning models with the title research on theinfluence of Brain-Based Learning models and students who are taught with conventional learning,research conducted by Duskri et al. (2019) which shows that there are significant differences betweenstudents who are taught with the Brain-Based Learning model and students who are taught withconventional learning, as well as research conducted by Rosita & Nur (2016) which shows there aresignificant differences between students who are taught with the Brain model Based Learning andstudents who are taught with conventional learning.
4. ConclusionBased on the results of hypothesis testing and discussion, it can be concluded that there is asignificant influence on the animation-based brain-based learning model on the learning outcomes offifth-grade science students in Elementary School 2019/2020 Academic Year. This can be seen fromthe average score of students' science learning outcomes and t-test results. The average score ofscience learning outcomes for groups of students who were taught with the Animation-assisted Brain-Based Learning model was 21.49 which was in a very high category while the average score of sciencelearning outcomes for groups of students who were taught using conventional models was 18.69 who
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were in the high category. Based on the results of t-test calculations, it is known that t-count = 9.66 andt-table with db = 68 at a significance level of 5% = 2.00. This means that the t-count is greater than t-table (t count> t table), so H0 was rejected and H1 is accepted.Based on the conclusions above the suggestions that can be given to several parties include, (1)to the teacher, teachers should be able to continue learning with Animation-assisted Brain-BasedLearning models with some modifications to suit the subject matter, conditions, schools, and students,(2) It is suggested that the principal introduce and give s to teachers to apply innovative learningmodels especially animation-based brain-based learning models to improve students' science learningoutcomes, (3) to other researchers who are interested in conducting further research on Brain-BasedLearning models assisted with Animation in the field of Natural Sciences and other lessons to improvestudent learning outcomes in Natural Sciences This research is a material consideration for theimprovement and refinement of research to be conducted.
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